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Session Goals

 To introduce “levels” of graphics and suggested ratios to 
balance “bang for buck”

 To showcase some approaches to transform simpleTo showcase some approaches to transform simple 
stock images into content-enhancing graphics

“ ” f To demonstrate the “build” of these graphics so IDs can 
apply them

 To share best practices and collaboration tips for 
achieving these results – alone or as a team



LEVELS OF IMPACT
Not all graphics are created equal!

LEVELS OF IMPACT



Poll: Graphics Ratios
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stock photos?
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In my experience, the average y e pe e ce, t e a e age
seems to be around 75%.



Levels of Impact
“INFO” GRAPHICS 
bring essential information to the learner, and without them, 
the learner is only getting part of the picture.y g g p p

Common Ratio for 
Course Pagesg



Levels of Impact
COMPLIMENTARY GRAPHICS
create a sense of visual connection to the page content.

Common Ratio for 
Course Pagesg



Levels of Impact
ENHANCING GRAPHICS
augment page content by introducing visual support that brings 
a more clear understanding of the content.g

Common Ratio for 
Course Pagesg



Levels of Impact

“INFO” GRAPHICS 
bring essential information to the 
learner, and without them, the learner 
i l tti t f th i tis only getting part of the picture.

ENHANCING GRAPHICS
augment page content byaugment page content by 
introducing visual support that 
brings a more clear 
understanding of the content.

Boot Camp Ratio for 
Course Pages

COMPLIMENTARY GRAPHICS
create a sense of visual connection to 
the page content.



SUCCESS STORIES
Because everyone loves “before” & “after” shots!

SUCCESS STORIES



Recruit #1
We all know “smiling productive guy in front of his computer.”

How can this photo become the Financial Advisor 
your learner should model?

Course Content

Demonstrating Your Credibility

When you target your prospects, tell stories that show familiarity with 
handling your prospects’ common needs, and use attention-getting 
statements like:

 I’m familiar with the financial needs of people in your situation. 
My process specifically addresses needs you have likeMy process specifically addresses needs you have like…

 I work with several of your competitors in the area and they’ve 
found that I…

 Because I share your…, I understand you better than anybody…

 I have access to a wide breadth of resources and research, 
including some of the country’s finest money managers, which 
helps you to…



Recruit #1: 
Say what?Say what?

Use stock images of people to 
“demonstrate” the takeaway or challenge 

by giving them words or thoughts that 
Course Content

Demonstrating Your Credibility

support your content. 

I’m aware of the concerns that keep you up at night, 
and I have some ideas to address them

I’m aware of the concerns that keep you up at night, 
and I have some ideas to address themWhen you target your prospects, tell stories that show familiarity with 

handling your prospects’ common needs, and use attention-getting 
statements like:

 I’m familiar with the financial needs of people in your situation. 
My process specifically addresses needs you have like

and I have some ideas to address them.and I have some ideas to address them.

My process specifically addresses needs you have like…

 I work with several of your competitors in the area and they’ve 
found that I…

 Because I share your…, I understand you better than anybody…

 I have access to a wide breadth of resources and research, 
including some of the country’s finest money managers, which 
helps you to…



Recruit #2
In this example, we’re talking about calling prospects and working 
from a script. We hint at that with the headset and computer. 

What else can we do to jump up the reality?

Course Content

Creating the Outline

Don’t write our what you’ll say word for word If your prospectDon t write our what you ll say word for word. If your prospect 
senses that you are reading from a script, he or she will be 
turned off. Instead:

 Outline key points

 Make it sound natural

 Be concise

 Try to grab your prospect’s attention

 Include open-ended questions to get your prospect to 
share goals and priorities

Note: Scripts must be approved by your manager.



Recruit #2:
What are you looking at?What are you looking at?

Show the learner snapshots of relevant 
job aids, documents, worksheets, & 

li t l i t tCourse Content online tools in context.

Creating the Outline

Don’t write our what you’ll say word for word If your prospectDon t write our what you ll say word for word. If your prospect 
senses that you are reading from a script, he or she will be 
turned off. Instead:

 Outline key points

 Make it sound natural

 Be concise

 Try to grab your prospect’s attention

 Include open-ended questions to get your prospect to 
share goals and priorities

Note: Scripts must be approved by your manager.



Recruit #3
Sometimes you just want a stock photo with no frills, 
but some photos have more impact than others.

What happens if we focus on conveying the client experience?

Course Content

Lessons Learned

In this module you learned how to increase your contact’s receptivity to speakingIn this module, you learned how to increase your contact s receptivity to speaking 
with you for a few minutes. To build an emotional connection, keep these 
guidelines in mind:

 Be enthusiastic and positive. Your attitude us a major factor in whether 
you gain your contact’s attention for a few minutes.you gain your contact s attention for a few minutes.

 Establish an emotional connection by describing something you have in 
common based on your research.

 Ask open-ended question to encourage a contact to share his or her 
future goalsfuture goals.

 Keep the dialogue going by encouraging the contact to say more, and by 
mirroring your contact’s tone, pacing, and words.

 Share your value proposition, which builds your credibility by showing 
your deep understanding of your target market and builds on the power of 
your brand.



Recruit #3:
Keep it real.Keep it real.

Think outside the box to select images that will 
leave an impression – and perhaps a more 

i tf l li ti ti f th it tiCourse Content

Lessons Learned

In this module you learned how to increase your contact’s receptivity to speaking

impactful or realistic perspective of the situation.

In this module, you learned how to increase your contact s receptivity to speaking 
with you for a few minutes. To build an emotional connection, keep these 
guidelines in mind:

 Be enthusiastic and positive. Your attitude us a major factor in whether 
you gain your contact’s attention for a few minutes.you gain your contact s attention for a few minutes.

 Establish an emotional connection by describing something you have in 
common based on your research.

 Ask open-ended question to encourage a contact to share his or her 
future goalsfuture goals.

 Keep the dialogue going by encouraging the contact to say more, and by 
mirroring your contact’s tone, pacing, and words.

 Share your value proposition, which builds your credibility by showing 
Your contacts are generally busy people with 
many distractions. Implementing the skills you 

your deep understanding of your target market and builds on the power of 
your brand.

learned in this module will help you gain your 
contact’s attention.



Recruit #4
Hey, now we’re getting there! Characters are a great way to 
contextualize your content, but...

Can we create a stronger connection between them & our content?

Course Content

Step 1: Expectations and Accountabilities

Penny and Kevin are ready to start establishing role accountabilities andPenny and Kevin are ready to start establishing role accountabilities and 
expectations of their relationship.

• Penny has expectations of Kevin as an active participant 
in the process.

• Kevin has expectations of Penny as a Manager and 
Coach.



Recruit #4:
Mix it up.Mix it up.

Why force a separation between visuals and 
content? Look for opportunities to conserve 

t t d i d t diCourse Content

Step 1: Expectations and Accountabilities

Penny and Kevin are ready to start establishing role accountabilities and expectations of their relationship

screen text and increases understanding.

Penny and Kevin are ready to start establishing role accountabilities and expectations of their relationship.

• Penny has expectations of Kevin as an active participant 
in the process.

Penny’s expectations of Kevin 
as an active participant in the process.

Kevin’s expectations of Penny

• Kevin has expectations of Penny as a Manager and 
Coach.

Kevin s expectations of Penny 
as a Manager and Coach



GIVE YOUR GRAPHICS A
Lasting effects don’t come from just one good workout

GIVE YOUR GRAPHICS A 
“LIFESTYLE CHANGE”



Lifestyle Change #1:
Graphics are content.Graphics are content.

 Don’t let graphics be an 
afterthoughtafterthought.

 Pick the right medium for the job –
Think of this as

sometimes a picture is worth a 
thousand words….literally.

Think of this as 
the difference 
between living 

an active
 Always ask yourself, “What is this 

graphic adding to the content?”

an active 
lifestyle versus 
only exercising 

 Learn more about visuals…be 
curious and ask questions when 

in a gym.

cu ous a d as quest o s e
you work with a graphic designer.



Lifestyle Change #1:
Content Graphics – Putting It to WorkContent Graphics Putting It to Work
As you brainstorm graphics for your content, ask questions like:

Wh t i l f li / i i /d i thi ? What is my learner feeling/experiencing/doing on this screen?

 What are their clients/employees/peers/manager 
feeling/experiencing/doing in response to this topic?feeling/experiencing/doing in response to this topic?

 How can I make this intangible idea a real action/feeling/situation?

 Can I use less words and convey more with graphics?

 Can I break this content up over multiple screens and tie one 
repeatable graphic into the progression?

Penny’s expectations of Kevin Penny’s expectations of Kevin Penny’s expectations of Kevin y p
as an active participant in the process.

Kevin’s expectations of Penny 
as a Manager and Coach

Kevin’s expectations of Penny 
as a Manager and Coach

y p
as an active participant in the process.

y p
as an active participant in the process.

Kevin’s expectations of Penny 
as a Manager and Coach



Lifestyle Change #2:
Embrace a Graphic Strategy.Embrace a Graphic Strategy.

 Start mapping early in your writing 
so it can guide your visual choicesso it can guide your visual choices.

 Look for opportunities for repeatable 
graphics Think of this asgraphics.

 Establish graphic stylizations that 
b d th h t th

Think of this as 
creating a 

“meal plan” 
rather thancan be used throughout the course.

 Consider your characters and 

rather than 
making food 

choices 
establish uses & styles.

 Use graphic ratios as a guideline to 

on the fly.

balance time & impact.



Lifestyle Change #2:
Graphic Strategy – Putting It to WorkGraphic Strategy Putting It to Work

Let’s imagine an ID and graphic designer meeting to discuss a 
strategy for incorporating documents into a course. 

IDENTIFY NEED & 
OBJECTIVE1

gy g

ID: "For this project, we've created some worksheets that the learner will fill in to 
gather information about their clients, and we have some examples with 
answers filled in. We could screenshot those and put them in a box on 

2

p
screens where we reference them, but that seems kind of dry. Can you think 
of anything we can do to make it more interesting?

GD: "Well, we could combine the documents with stock photos, so it looks 
lik h t i th Lik ld t thBRAINSTORM 

APPROACH2 more like our characters are using them. Like, we could put them on a 
computer screen, or we could show the document above and behind a person 
typing at their computer.“

ID: "That would be cool - I could use that in a lot of places! And do you think we 

SET PARAMETERS 
& CAPTURE IDEAS3

p y
could also..." [brainstorming ensues]

GD: "Well, let's also keep in mind that it will take longer to produce those kinds of 
images - more like 45 minutes per image, rather than 30. With that in mind, 
let's say we don't want more than 15 of our 40 still graphics to be composite& CAPTURE IDEAS3 let s say we don t want more than 15 of our 40 still graphics to be composite 
images - whether it's this style we just discussed or another we come up with. 
I'll send you a list after our meeting with my suggestions for max usage of 
any of the styles we discuss so you can account for that in your graphics list 
count."



Lifestyle Change #3:
Collaborate Effectively.Collaborate Effectively.

 Treat it as a partnership – you both 
bring different and importantbring different and important 
strengths to the table.

 Start early and check in regularly Think of this Start early and check in regularly –
an open channel of communication 
is critical.

Think of this 
like team 
sports –
everyoneis critical.

 Share the intention or goal, in 
addition to the specific graphic

everyone 
needs to 

participate addition to the specific graphic 
request.

actively to win.



Lifestyle Change #3:
Collaboration - Putting It to WorkCollaboration Putting It to Work

 Make a media list detailing all media needed
 Create or gather rough sketches or examples for challenging 

graphics/media to help jumpstart the conversation
PREPARE YOUR 
MINDMELD1
SHARE/REVIEW IN 
ADVANCE2

 Send the media list, supporting material, storyboard or other key 
course content references

 A media list alone is NOT enough. Use this time to look at ADVANCE2 g
dependencies, scope time, and prepare questions.

MEET FOR 
UNDERSTANDING3  Schedule a meeting to review media list

 Review requests line by line, walk through storyboard, and share 
UNDERSTANDING3 context, rather than just giving directives

 Prioritize complicated and dependent graphics and agree on 
review checkpoint to check process.

[production begins ]

ASK FOR
CHECK-INS4  Agree on check-in points to discuss & review progress on more 

challenging graphics, rather than waiting until course QC

REVIEW & 
APPROVE5  Prior to media handoff to development, all assets should be 

reviewed and approved by the ID.
 This will greatly minimize QC revisions in the 12th hour



BOOT CAMP GRADUATION
<sniffle> Is it over?

BOOT CAMP GRADUATION



Don’t Forget…

 The “Enhancing” graphic level gives you powerful results with 
minimal design hours.g

 Try common techniques for enhancing stock graphics like:
 Put words their mouth

 Incorporate “real” documents 

 Look for stock that conveys realistic experiences

Mi t t d l t th hi d Mix up your content and let the graphics do more

 Practice makes perfect. Try best practices like 
early graphics brainstorming mapping aearly graphics brainstorming, mapping a 
graphics strategy, and practicing good 
collaboration techniques to get your 
graphics to do more heavy lifting!



Q & A


